The Accuracy of Linear Interpolation in Tables of the Mathematics of Finance Many texts in the Mathematics of Finance give empirical statements with respect to the errors due to linear interpolation in the tables contained in these texts. It is the purpose of this paper to derive some formulae which express the amount of these errors. Formulae for the maximum errors will be obtained when solving by linear interpolation (a) for an unknown time and (b) for an unknown rate in tables of finance. The relative size of the errors in different tables will be considered.
(a) Unknown time.
Suppose that we are interpolating in the (1 + i)n table or the s^ table for an unknown time, n, and that it has been determined that n falls in the interval (»i, n¡) . Then the time, N as given by linear interpolation1 is A7 , (1 + *)"-(l+i)nl
Let n = Wi + /where (/ < 1) and since n2 -nt = 1, we have
The error, E, due to linear interpolation is
(1) E -n -N = »i + / -«i -SjT¡. or E = f -sr¡.
Taking the first and second derivatives of E with respect to /, we have
Since d2E/dß is always negative, we have a maximum error given by solving dE/df = 0 for /. This gives ,",.
,,
The following theorems may now be presented : 
From this result the following theorem may be stated.
Theorem IV : The error due to linear interpolation for a given value f in the (1 + *)" table or the s^¡ table is the same for 1 -f in the v" table or the a^ table (opposite in direction). The maximum error in the two tables is the same.
(b) Unknown rate.
Let us now consider the error due to linear interpolation in solving for an unknown rate. If we are interpolating in the (1 + i)n table and it is observed that i falls between the rates i\ and ¿2 which are given in the table (n a given integer), then the interest rate /, given by linear interpolation, is
Taking the first and second derivatives of E with respect to i, we have
Since d2E/di2 is always negative (n > 1), we have a maximum error given by solving dE/di = 0 for i. This gives
Substituting the value of i given by (4) in (3) gives
The following theorems may be presented :
The maximum error in solving for an unknown rate in the (1 + i)n table occurs when i is slightly more than the mean of the table rates, ii, i».
Theorem VI : The error 4 due to linear interpolation in solving for an unknown rate in the (1 + i)n table is never more than \{n -i)(i2 -¿i)2.
We may now state and prove a theorem in regard to the size of the error obtained in the (1 + i)n table and the s"\ table.
Theorem VII : The error obtained in solving for an unknown rate by linear interpolation is always less in the Sñ¡ table than the corresponding error in the (1 + i)n table.
This theorem states that
where the errors are positive, and
This inequality may be reduced to (7), we have
All the terms of this expansion may be written in the form, Expanding inequality (9) by multiplying the means together and the extremes together, we have terms of the form C^CK+e(aK+eß't' -a4'ßK+>) where $= 1,2, ■■■ K,d = 1,2, ■■■ (r -K),or C^K+ect^ia^6-* -0*+»-*) which is positive since a > ft Hence all the terms (8), of the expansion of (7) are positive so that (6) is true and Theorem VII is proved. By Theorem VII, the maximum for the error obtained in (5) also applies to the s"\ table.
If we interpolate for an unknown rate in the vn table, the error is given by The following theorems may be presented :
Theorem VIII : The maximum error in solving for an unknown rate in the vn table occurs when i is slightly less than the mean of the table rates iu i2. Theorem IX : The error due to linear interpolation in solving for an unknown rate in the V table is never more than \(n + \)/(i2 -ii)2.
We may now state and prove a theorem in regard to the size of the error obtained in the vn table and the aj¡\ table. Theorem X : The error obtained in solving for an unknown rate by linear interpolation is always less in the a"\ table than in the vn table. 
recent mathematical tables
The inequality (8) may be reduced to
Multiplying both members of (13) by A'AA" gives
which is an expanded form of inequality (6) which was proved to be true. By Theorem X the maximum error given by (12) also applies to the a"¡ table.
Since the yield on a bond may be found approximately by interpolating in the a"\ , v. 25, Nov. 1948, p. 397-398. 20 .2 X 27.2 cm. 
